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Background
Mood and Force

Universal Clause Types (König & Siemund 2007)

(1) Maya is singing. (Declarative)

(2) Is Maya singing? (Interrogative)

(3) Maya, sing! (Imperative)

Sentential Force/Mood (Semantic)

Characteristic function of a clause type.

• Determined by competence fluent speakers share

Utterance Force (Pragmatic) [After Austin 1962]

Actual function of a particular use of a signal.

• Determined by particulars of exchange between agents
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Background
Norms and Conventions in Contrast (Bicchieri 2005)

Social Convention

Behaving in accord w/an arbitrary solution to a
coordination problem.

• E.g. driving on one side of the road

Social Norm

Behaving in accord w/expectations that transform games of
conflict into coordination games

• E.g. kicking ball out in soccer when opponent is
seriously injured
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Coordination Problems
And Conventions

• Two or more agents must choose one of several actions

• Outcomes depend on actions chosen by other agents

Sarah goes Sarah goes
to Macro Mama’s to Diner

I go to 3, 1 0, 0
Macro Mama’s

I go to Diner 0, 0 1, 3

• Social convention: going to Diner.

• In this context, consider: Let’s have lunch!
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Social Norms
In Detail

Social Norms (Bicchieri 2005: 11)

A practice is sustained because each agent A prefers to
conform to the practice given that two conditions obtain,
and they do, in fact, obtain:

1 A expects others to conform and

2 A either believes that others expect A to conform or
that others prefer A to conform and will informally
sanction non-conformity (shame, disgust, etc.).
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Games of Conflict
Social Norms

• Two or more agents must choose one of several actions

• Outcomes depend on actions chosen by other agents

Sarah goes Sarah goes
to Macro Mama’s to Diner

I go to 2, 2 3, 0
Macro Mama’s

I go to Diner 0, 3 1, 1

• Consider: Let’s have lunch!
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Sarah goes Sarah goes
to Macro Mama’s to Diner

I go to 2, 2 4, 0
Macro Mama’s
I go to Diner 0, 3 1, 1

Hippy Eating Norm

Both prefer to ‘eat healthy and together’ if they believe
others eat healthy together and others expect them to eat
healthy together or will sanction unhealthful/solo eating.

Sarah goes Sarah goes
to Macro Mama’s to Diner

I go to 2, 2 0, -3
Macro Mama’s
I go to Diner -3, 0 1, 1
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The View
Three Parts

Sentential Force

The semantics of sentential mood determines a particular
way of updating mutual assumptions.

Utterance Force

Utterance force is the coordinating function of utterance

• How it would change private commitments if it
achieved coordination

Social Norms

Mechanism for mediating between mutual assumptions and
private commitments
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Utterance Force
The Traditional Views

Traditional Explanatory Aims

Systematize intuitive categorizations of utterances into, e.g.
warnings, assertions, promises, etc.

Issue

Grounding the theory in systematic cross-linguistic native
speaker judgements is difficult, if not impossible.
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Classical Speech Act Theory
Austin (1962)

Speech Act︷ ︸︸ ︷
Locutionary Act Illocutionary Act Perlocutionary Act

(Semantic) (Social Convention) (Pragmatic/Causal)︷ ︸︸ ︷
Phonetic Phatic Rhetic

Act Act Act
Sound Sentence Content Force Consequences

Figure: Austin (1962) Analysis of Speech Acts

Austin (1962) Theory of Force

1 Mechanism: social conventions

2 Utterance Force: individual commitments brought
about by utterances and social conventions
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Speech Act Theory
Searle (1969)

Speech Act︷ ︸︸ ︷
Illocution Illocutionary Perlocutionary Act

(Semantic, Constitutive Rules) Intent (Pragmatic/Causal)︷ ︸︸ ︷
(Pragmatic)

Phonetic Phatic Propositional Illocutionary
Act Act Act Point

Sound Sentence Content Force Speaker Consequences
Meaning

Figure: Searle (1969) Analysis of Speech Acts

Searle (1969) Theory of Force

1 Mechanism: constitutive rules

2 Utterance Force: understand intended commitments
brought about by utterance and constitutive rule
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Speech Act Theory
Force Linguistically Encoded

• Force conveyed by rules associating certain
morphology with certain kinds of acts

• Problems:
1 Variation in force w/o variation in form

• Run! can command, suggest, rally, etc.

2 Linguistic clash in speech act / sentence types
3 Details...
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Neo-Gricean Analysis
Bach & Harnish (1979), Cohen & Perrault (1979)

Force and Conversational States

William Starr — Cornell University
will.starr@cornell.edu | williamstarr.net

(Joint work w/Sarah Murray)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

• Distinctions:

1. Sentential Force vs. Utterance Force:

� Sentential: how semantics constrains utterance force
� Utterance: total ‘force’ of an utterance

2. Social Convention vs. Social Norm (Bicchieri 2005):

� Social conventions: arbitrary solutions to coordination games
� Social norms: self-fulfilling expectations that transform games

of conflict into coordination games

• View:

1. Sentential force: semantically encoded update of context

2. Utterance force: coordinating function of utterance (Millikan 2005)

3. Social norms: primary mechanism relating 1 and 2

1 Previous Accounts of Utterance Force

Explanatory Aim Systematize intuitive categorizations of utterances into,
e.g. warnings, assertions, promises, etc.

Issue Systematic cross-linguistic native speaker judgements?

Speech Actz }| {
Locutionary Act Illocutionary Act Perlocutionary Act

(Semantic) (Social Convention) (Pragmatic/Causal)z }| {
Phonetic Phatic Rhetic

Act Act Act
Sound Sentence Content Force Consequences

Figure 1: Austin (1962) Analysis of Speech Acts

1. Mechanism: social conventions

2. Utterance Force: individual commitments brought about by utterances
and social conventions

Issue What are social conventions? How are they activated? Social conven-
tions for betting, naming OK, but all utterances (Strawson 1964)?

1
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Speech Actz }| {
Illocution Illocutionary Perlocutionary Act

(Semantic, Constitutive Rules) Intent (Pragmatic/Causal)z }| {
(Pragmatic)

Phonetic Phatic Propositional Illocutionary
Act Act Act Point

Sound Sentence Content Force Speaker Consequences
Meaning

Figure 2: Searle (1969) Analysis of Speech Acts

1. Mechanism: constitutive rules

2. Utterance Force: understood, intended commitments brought about
by utterance and constitutive rule

Issue Variation in force without variation in linguistic form, e.g. Run!

Speech Act
z }| {

Locutionary Act Illocutionary Act Perlocutionary Act
(Semantic) (Pragmatic) (Pragmatic)

z }| { z }| {
Phonetic Phatic Propositional Sentence Communicative Social

Act Act Act Type Intention Convention
Sound Sentence Content Force Communicated Intended

Potential Force and Content Consequences

Figure 3: Neo-Gricean Analysis (Bach & Harnish 1979; Cohen & Perrault 1979)

1. Mechanisms: communicative intentions, inference; social conventions

2. Utterance Force: understanding of intended commitments brought
about by utterance and intention recognition

Issues Stipulates sentential/utterance force relations; ‘hybrid forces’ im-
possible; recognition of intended effects only

• Dynamic Models: say how utterances ‘changes score’ (Hamblin 1971;
Stalnaker 1978; Lewis 1979; Gazdar 1981)

� ‘Score’: what agents are mutually assuming for exchange

• Recent empirical focus on dynamic models of sentential force
(Portner 2004; Murray 2010; Starr 2010; Murray & Starr 2012)

� Murray & Starr (2012) model: declaratives eliminate worlds, inter-
rogatives introduce alternatives, imperatives order alternatives,
evidentials make at-issue/not-at-issue contributions

� Mixtures of mood and evidentials under connectives favors se-
mantic account (Murray & Starr 2012)

• But what about utterance force?

Berkeley Meaning Sciences Club 2

Figure: Neo-Gricean Analysis

Neo-Gricean Theory of Force

1 Mechanisms: communicative intentions, inference;
social conventions

2 Utterance Force: understanding of intended
commitments brought about by utterance and
intention recognition
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Neo-Gricean Assertion
Simplified from Bach & Harnish (1979: 42)

• Speaker S’s utterance of Janis was a singer to H
counts as an assertion roughly when:

(1) S intends H to recognize that:

a. S believes that Janis was a singer and
b. S intends H to form this same belief

• Communication involves making (1) mutual through
pragmatic inference

• Inference relies on stipulated relation between the
sentence mood and attitude expressed belief

• Declarative mood and belief are
‘Locutionarily-compatible’
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Neo-Gricean Account
Issues

Stipulation Issue

Stipulation of ‘L-compatibilty’ is natural if semantic

• But it’s not here

Single-Mood Issue

Inference detailed by Bach & Harnish (1979) requires each
sentence to have a single mood

• They don’t justify this but what do you think? It’s
naive, isn’t it?

Intended Effects Only

• Knowing what you intended me to believe doesn’t
coordinate our actions. And: unintended effects?
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Discourse Dynamics
Mark 1

Context Set (c)

As communication and inquiry unfold, a body of
information accumulates. Think of this information as
what the agents are mutually taking for granted for the
purposes of the conversation. I call the set of worlds
embodying this information c, short for the context set.
(Stalnaker 1978; Lewis 1979)
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Declaratives
Eliminate Worlds

Declarative Effect (�A)

1 Eliminate non-A-worlds

Figure: R updated with �A
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Interrogatives
Introduce Alternatives

Interrogative Effect (?A)

1 Distinguish positive/negative alternatives

Figure: R updated with ?A
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Imperatives
Order Alternatives

Imperative Semantics (!A)

1 Add preference for all A-worlds over non-A-worlds

Figure: R updated with !A
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Are these Effects Semantic?
Argument from Murray & Starr (2012)

(4) Donate donuts because cops need to eat too! Donate
lots of donuts unless you are unable to afford it. Do it
regardless of whether you fear the police. Offer
kindness to all fellow humans but you should be
careful not to be taken advantage of. That drifter may
be handsome but is he really only taking your car for a
short drive? Someone or other should do something
kind every day. You do something kind today or I’ll do
something kind today, I don’t care. But, there will be
kindness!
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The View
For Sentence Mood

Update Effects are Semantic

Clause-types are recursively combined, and discourse effects
need to match. Dynamic meanings capture this without
requiring recursive pragmatic update rules.

Utterance Force?

Stalnaker, Portner and others are clear that there are more
to speech acts than these effects, but what more?

• Just add on Neo-Gricean analysis?
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Animal Communication
The Male Túngara Frog Calls

• Call: whine and
low-pitched ‘chucks’

• Females: prefer
more, lower chucks

• Females use general
echo-location
abilities to find male

(Gillam 2011; Maynard Smith & Harper 2003; Ryan 1985)
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The Plight of the Frog
This Bat Really Knows How to Ruin Frog Dates
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Think of the Poor Frog
Communication 6= Information Transmission

• Male frog is communicating w/female; not w/bat

• Observation about different explanations of these
processes, not intuition about communication

• Frog signal didn’t persist in species because of effects
on bats, but because of effects on female frogs
(Maynard Smith & Harper 2003)

• Info. trans. by ‘code’ 6= animal communication

The Lesson (Millikan 1984, Maynard Smith & Harper 2003)

Communication requires effects on internal states that
explain sustained proliferation of signaling system.

• What coordination is achieved? How is it achieved in a
‘hostile world’?
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principle possible for the players to score a point. Conse-
quently the initial stages of the ECG, before any communi-
cation occurs, can be thought of as a type of Schelling
Game (Schelling, 1960). In such games players must con-
verge upon some shared solution (a Schelling Point) with
no pre-existing knowledge of each other’s intentions. For
example, two players are asked to pick one of three objects
– a basketball, a football, and a squash ball – and if they
pick the same object then they win a prize. In the case of
the ECG the choice is between the colours available, and
the prize one point in the game. The pair’s final score
was their highest number of points scored in succession.
This criterion means that the players cannot succeed
through the sheer quantity of games played; they must in-
stead find a way to communicate reliably and hence coor-
dinate their behaviour with each other.

The instructions were explicit that the colours would be
randomly distributed, since pilots suggested that other-
wise participants would look for patterns rather than at-
tempt to communicate. Following basic instructions,
which were given in writing, participants were given a
3-min familiarisation period in which to play the game.
Further, clarifying instructions, also given in writing, were
then given and any queries addressed. Participants then
played the game for 40 min uninterrupted. Over the two
conditions (described below), pairs played an average of
193.5 rounds of the ECG in the 43 min. At the end of each
game subjects were asked about the communication sys-
tems they developed or attempted to develop. These self-
reports were checked against the game logs. In addition
to a £6 payment for participation, a £20 prize was offered

for each member of the top-performing pair. Participants
were recruited from a student-employment website. They
were randomly assigned into pairs and at no point did they
meet their partner.

Unlike previous experimental studies, the set-up of the
ECG ensures that the problem of how to signal signalhood
must be solved by the participants themselves. The space
of possible signals is not defined; any combination of
moves could be used. Neither are the roles of signaller
and receiver. Finally, the communication channel is not
pre-defined either. It might be objected that there is only
one possible channel and thus that the channel is in some
sense pre-defined. However, this misses the point that the
communicative behaviours must be embodied and thus
that the communication channel(s) must be created rather
than found. If we define a number of possible candidate
channels then the task becomes one in which the partici-
pants have to agree on which channel to use; as such, they
need not signal signalhood but can instead simply observe
which channel is being used by their partner. The task
would then be little different to a number of previous stud-
ies (in particular Galantucci, 2005) but with additional
channels. To properly investigate whether participants
can signal signalhood, and if so what that might mean for
the emergence of communication, we must do no more
and no less than provide them with a world in which they
can interact with each other. They are then (implicitly)
charged with the creation of a viable channel. The fact that
many pairs failed to communicate with each other at all
(see below) shows that to co-opt one’s movement for the
purpose of communication is no trivial task.

Fig. 1. Screen-shots of the game. Participants play multiple rounds of the game on networked computers. These screen-shots show the view of both players,
one on each row, both before (left-hand side) and after (right-hand side) both participants have pressed space to finish their turn. Participants can see their
own colours but not the other participants’. Participants move around their boxes at will, and their movements are fully visible to the other participant. At
any time the participants may choose to press space to finish their turn, and when they do so all colours are revealed to both participants. Participants score
a point if they finish on the same colour. Here, the participants have failed to score a point because they have finished the round on different coloured
squares. After each round, the squares are reassigned colours randomly, although there will always be at least one shared colour (in this case, green).
Succeeding at the game requires finding some way to communicate the intended destination colour each round. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

228 T.C. Scott-Phillips et al. / Cognition 113 (2009) 226–233

• Setup: player only knows colors of own squares, but sees

squares other player visits; played repeatedly, colors

distributed randomly; can move in each direction, finish.
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3. Results

3.1. Emergence

Successful pairs typically converged upon a system like
that described in Fig. 2, where there is one default colour
that is chosen whenever possible, and when necessary
(i.e. when the default colour is not available) particular
movements are negotiated to refer to the remaining col-
ours. This strategy is used in dialogue so that the players
are able to agree on a destination colour. If, for example,
player one has red and green quadrants only while player
two has blue and green, then player one would travel di-
rectly to a red quadrant and pause. This pause allows
player two to either also move to a red quadrant if they
have one or, alternatively, to signal one of the other col-
ours. Since player two does not have a red in this example
they would signal, say, green. Player one has a green quad-
rant, and so travels there and finishes their turn. Player two
then travels to the green square, finishes, and the players
score a point. Note that passing through all four colours
during dialogue in this way is rare, simply because it is
likely that one of the first three suggested colours will be
shared. A video of such dialogue using the system de-
scribed in Fig. 2 is supplied as supplementary information
at http://www.lel.ed.ac.uk/~simon/ecg/.

Of interest is the way in which such systems emerge. In
debrief interviews most pairs reported that such systems
are not created fully-formed by one or the other player. In-
stead they follow a more organic process, which typically
runs as follows. First, the participants choose a default col-
our to which they will always travel if it is available. This
strategy is not communicative, but it does allow pairs, once
they have converged on the same default colour, to score at

above chance levels. However, they are still very limited in
the success they can achieve in this way, because sooner or
later one or the other player will have a box with no red (or
whatever the default colour is) quadrants, at which point
the default colour strategy will fail to score. After this has
occurred a number of times one of the players will, when
faced with a box with no red quadrants, perform some
behaviour that is otherwise unexpected of them. This will
usually be oscillations along one side of the box3, or a loop
around the entire box; in short, it is something that differen-
tiates it from direct travel to a quadrant, which is what par-
ticipants do when they have a default colour to travel to (this
is discussed further in the section on signalling signalhood,
below). Signallers report that this behaviour is designed to
mean ‘‘No red!”, ‘‘Not plan A!” or something similar. This
behaviour must then be noticed by the other participant. This
stage is marked by the other player choosing a colour that is
not the default colour, even though the default colour is
available to them. The recipient of the signal does not know
which colour the signal refers to, but they do recognise that it
is a signal, and that all relevant meanings of that signal share
one thing in common, namely that the signaller does not
have the default colour. A signal has now been established,
but it does not yet have fixed meaning. At this point players
may choose different colours to each other, but once this sce-
nario has arisen sufficiently often the players converge on
some agreed colour to choose when the ‘‘No red!” signal is gi-
ven. Then, once ‘‘No red!” is consistently paired with this sec-
ond colour, its meaning changes to, simply, ‘‘Blue” (or
whatever the colour in question is). This entrenchment
means that there is now a default colour and a symbol for a
second colour in place, and participants consequently report
that it was easy to negotiate on symbols for the remaining
two colours. They are thus now able to score in every round
of the game using dialogue like that described above. Fig. 3
reports the entire process, none of which is a post-hoc anal-
ysis of ours; it is what the participants themselves describe in
debriefing interviews after the event.

In all cases participants reported the same story as their
partner in terms of (i) whether or not communication was
achieved; (ii) the communicative system employed, if any;
and (iii) the process by which such a system emerged. This
consistency allows us to take the self-reports as reliable,
and use them as a guide to breakdown each pair’s run
according to when they passed through each of the stages
described above. A specific sequence of events was defined
to be diagnostic of the onset of each stage (for example, the
criterion for the establishment of a default colour was that
both players choose the same colour for three successive
occasions on which it is available). The full details of the
number and proportion of rounds played until each stage
was reached, the final system employed and other addi-
tional details are listed as supplementary information at

Move & stop (default strategy)

or

or

Oscillations

Loop

C-shape

Fig. 2. A typical emergent system. In this communication system red is
the default colour. If participants have a red square, they move to it and
wait. If they do not have red they will signal one of the other colours by
using the movements indicated. If one participant signals a colour that
the other participant also has, that participant will move to the relevant
square and hit space to end their turn. Otherwise, the participants will
signal alternative colours until an agreement is reached. (For interpreta-
tion of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

3 It might be suggested that such oscillations could be used as icons, for
example to mean ‘‘yes” (if they were up-down) or ‘‘no” (if they were left-
right), reflecting a convention of nodding or shaking one’s head accordingly.
No players reported this to us, and such behaviours are no more common as
signals than any other (see supplementary information at http://www.le-
l.ed.ac.uk/~simon/ecg/). We therefore think such a use of iconicity was
unlikely to have affected the systems in any significant way.

T.C. Scott-Phillips et al. / Cognition 113 (2009) 226–233 229
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http://www.lel.ed.ac.uk/~simon/ecg/. In addition, Fig. 4
gives a graphical representation of one pair’s entire run,
and marks the stages at which behaviours associated with
each of the colours were developed for that pair.

An important conclusion to take from this initial study
is that the final systems that are observed, of which
Fig. 2 is representative, are fundamentally affected by the
process by which they emerge. They do not, in general,
resemble any system that one might invent on one’s own
(as reported below, systems that are invented by one
player on their own take a quite different form, typically
associating a number of movements with each colour).
On the contrary, they exhibit clear vestiges of the process
of emergence, in the form of the default colour. This dem-
onstrates that the problem of how to signal signalhood is
not orthogonal to questions of signal form; answers to
the former will directly influence answers to the latter.

Initially, 24 participants were assigned into 12 pairs.
Despite the fact that all participants were fluent users of
a learnt, symbolic communication system, namely natural
language, 5 of the 12 pairs reported that they had failed to
achieve any communication at all, while 7 did report some
success. The accuracy of these self-reports in reflected in
the final scores: those that reported success scored 83,

66, 54, 49, 39, 17, and 14 while those that reported failure
scored 7, 5, 4, 3, and 3. Pairs played an average of 206.92
rounds with a standard deviation of 108.82, and the pairs
that reported success all scored significantly above chance
(in all cases p < 0.00001 in a Monte Carlo simulation with
10,000 runs).

Of the seven pairs that succeeded, five (final scores 83,
66, 49, 17, and 14) built their system in the way described
above, or some close variant of it, although not all pairs
actually reached the end of this process. The two other suc-
cessful pairs (final scores 54 and 39) tied the target colour
either to a number of movements made from the starting
position or to a number of oscillations. In both these cases
the system was created in its entirety by one of the partic-
ipants who then used it until the other player detected it.

3.2. The importance of initial conventions

It seems, then, that the possibility of creating some initial
convention (the default colour) is an aid to the emergence of
communication. We tested this hypothesis with a second
run of the experiment with one single change: whenever a
point was scored then the colour on which it was scored
would not be available to both players in the following
round. This ensured that the default colour strategy would
not achieve success even at chance levels, unless combined
with a signalling strategy: any attempt to score on the same
colour in two successive rounds was guaranteed to fail. The
players were not made aware of this restriction. We pre-
dicted that fewer pairs would be able to construct commu-
nication systems than did so under the original set-up. This
is despite the fact that any of the communication systems
observed in the previous condition would be perfectly ade-
quate for this one as well; the change to the game’s struc-
ture only affects the process of emergence, and not the
use of any particular system once established.

The players in this condition played an average of 180.08
rounds, with standard deviation 111.02; this is not signifi-
cantly different from the previous condition (t22 = 0.598,
p = .556). Two of the twelve pairs reported success. In one
of these (score: 38) the system was fully created by one
player and detected by the other. In the other case (score:
14) the process described in Fig. 3 was used: even though
the default colour strategy could never score more than
one point in succession, that does not mean that it cannot
be established, only that it will be unsuccessful in its own
right, and thus less likely to emerge. As before, the full

Fig. 3. Stages in the development of successful communication systems. First, in (i), the participants converge upon some shared default colour, usually (in
4 of 5 cases) red. In (ii) one participant performs some movement that would be otherwise unexpected – typically oscillations or circles around the box. This
is designed to tell the other participant that this participant does not have the default colour available. This movement must then (iii) be recognised as a
signal by the other player. As a result different colours to the default are chosen, and soon (iv) the two participants agree on a second-choice colour that they
use when one or the other of them does not have the default colour. Then, in (v), the movement used in (ii) comes to mean, through repeated use, the colour
chosen in (iv). Finally, (vi) now that such a symbol has been established the participants find it straightforward to agree on symbols for the remaining two
colours. They consequently develop a system like that in Fig. 2. This enables them to score in every round and hence build a very high points-in-succession
score.
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Fig. 4. An example of one pair’s progress. Along the x-axis is the total
number of rounds played and along the y-axis the points-in-succession
score. As can be seen, initially the pair does not score significantly above
chance, but as they establish behaviours for each colour they achieve
better points-in-succession scores, eventually hitting upon a full-proof
system that is able to score a point in every round.

230 T.C. Scott-Phillips et al. / Cognition 113 (2009) 226–233
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Basic Points
Individual Commitments and Social Norms

Individual Commitments

To achieve coordination, and have a communicative
function, utterances must influence individual commitments

Social Norms

But we can have conflicting interests, how is this tension
resolved?

• Natural Hypothesis: social norms
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Here!

Levinson (1979)
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Semantic Update
And Pragmatic Consequences
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Figure: Semantic contribution and possible forces
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Utterance Force in the Wild
‘Advice’?

Sisters Kathy (veteran teacher), Sharon (new teacher):

(5) a. Kathy : All you have is twelve kids?
b. Sharon: No. Seventeen
c. Kathy : Oh, okay.
d. Sharon: ...and fourth-graders.
e. Kathy : So then, what you do is, you sprinkle the

fifth-graders out evenly... And you make the
fourth-graders take the responsibility for teaching
them.

f. Sharon: Third-graders?
g. Kathy : And you engrain in them, that it’s their

responsibility to help those little kids. That’s
what I did.

(From the Santa Barbara Corpus, SBC004, 967.87 969.38 – 983.09 983.67.)
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Utterance Force in the Wild
‘Report Building’?

Near strangers Lynne (equine expert) and Lenore
(non-expert, visitor) chat about wide-ranging topics

(6) a. Lenore: So you’re always bent over.
b. Lynne: You’re always bent over. And like in the

front? You stick the horse’s hoof between your
leg, you know? Kinda like that, and you kinda,
you go like this, you kinda bend down like this,
and you have the horse’s hoof [right here]?

c. Lenore: It’s hard on your back.
d. Lynne: It’s really hard on your back.

(From the Santa Barbara Corpus, SBC001, 996.56 997.50 – 1008.06 1010.29.)
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A Research Project
Games, Conversational Situations and Equilibria

• Many important pilot cases to analyze

• Quiz and Rhetorical questions
• Sarcastic assertions
• Resolving questions with imperatives
• Resolving questions with questions
• Indirect speech acts

• Assuming that intended effect has been repeatedly
derived from basic effect, Lewisian convention implies
that a new convention for the sentence will come to be

• Many different ways of thinking about social structure
game-theoretically (Bicchieri)
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Thanks!
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